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1. FOP test for images

A GIF image in FOP

A transparent GIF image in FOP

A JPEG image in FOP

A BMP image in FOP

A PNG image in FOP
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A TIFF image in FOP

This section is only required to show that the layout still works.
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A. The usage of fo:external-graphic
The image used in these examples has the following properties:

169 x 51 px, 96 dpi, results in an intrinsic size of 44.715 x 13.494 mm
All the examples here will have a border="solid 0.1pt" to show the size of the viewport generated by the
external-graphic element and a background-color="yellow" to show what parts of the viewport are painted
upon by the image in the reference area. The image used is the non-transparent version of asf-logo.png:
file:../graphics/asf-logo-nt.png (nt=non-transparent)
Properties: [none]

Properties: width="60mm" height="20mm"

Properties: inline-progression-dimension="60mm" block-progression-dimension="20mm"

Properties: width="30mm" height="20mm"

Properties: width="30mm" height="20mm" overflow="hidden"

Properties: width="60mm" height="20mm" text-align="center" display-align="center"

Properties: content-height="20mm"
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Properties: content-width="60mm" content-height="40mm"

Properties: content-width="60mm" content-height="40mm" scaling="non-uniform"

Properties: width="60mm" height="20mm" content-width="scale-to-fit"

Properties: width="60mm" content-width="scale-to-fit"
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A. The usage of fo:external-graphic scale-to-fit
The image used in this example has the following properties:

320 x 240 px, 96 dpi, results in an intrinsic size of 80.47 x 63.35 mm
All the examples here will have a border="solid 0.1pt" to show the size of the viewport generated by the
external-graphic element and a background-color="yellow" to show what parts of the viewport are painted
upon by the image in the reference area. The image used is file:../graphics/gtcwidth.jpg
Properties: width="100%" content-width="scale-to-fit" content-height="100%" Image is greater than container
width
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A. The usage of fo:external-graphic scale-to-fit
The image used in this example has the following properties:

640 x 480 px, 96 dpi, results in an intrinsic size of 160.94 x 126.70 mm
All the examples here will have a border="solid 0.1pt" to show the size of the viewport generated by the
external-graphic element and a background-color="yellow" to show what parts of the viewport are painted
upon by the image in the reference area. The image used is file:../graphics/ltcwidth.jpg
Properties: width="100%" content-width="scale-to-fit" content-height="100%" Image is less than container
width


